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About the Rubrics
4th Grade Remsenburg-Speonk Rubric
Fourth grade is the first time students are invited to submit an individual
science fair display board for practice. As such, the rubric is a simplified version of
our scoring rubric. Its primary purpose is self-evaluation.
5th and 6th Grade Remsenburg-Speonk Rubric
This is the rubric that our guest judges use to determine the science fair
winners. In the case of a numerical tie, the judges will make a determination
through discussion of which project best meets the Brookhaven National Lab’s
requirements. Their decision is based on their professional judgment. It is
independent of the faculty and staff of the Remsenburg-Speonk Union Free School
District. The judges’ decision is final. While we can only have a limited number of
“winning” entries, each child that does his or her own personal best should feel
proud. We ask families to support all of our students, the decision of the judges, and
to display the qualities found in our school’s Character Standards and Coach
Wooden’s Pyramid of Success.
If you would like to improve your chances of placing and reaching the
Brookhaven National Lab’s Elementary Science Fair, we recommend using the
rubric for self-evaluation.
Brookhaven National Lab (BNL) Rubric
You will notice differences between the Remsenburg-Speonk Rubric and BNL
rubric. The main difference is in the oral presentation. Students do not have an
opportunity to talk with judges at BNL. Instead, BNL requires that students be
“interviewed” by teachers prior to submitting science fair projects. This is to ensure
that the student thoroughly knows the subject matter and that it is indeed the
student’s own work. Assessing the oral presentation here at the RemsenburgSpeonk school via rubric is our way of complying with BNL’s rule.
Another difference between Remsenburg-Speonk and BNL is the scope of the
rubric. At BNL, judges have hundreds of student entries to score and very limited
time in which to accomplish this task. As such, they have a much more streamlined
rubric. At Remsenburg-Speonk, judges have more time for depth of evaluation. This
compliments our Common Core curriculum, which promotes deeper exploration as
part of college and career readiness.
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